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Review: NN Terminology
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Feature vector a.k.a. representation, embedding
Classification head a.k.a. linear classifier



Recap: Generalization
Our model learns from training data, but we want it to be robust to shifts 
in the input distribution and flexible enough to perform many tasks



● Most robustness interventions (e.g. new model architectures, 
collecting more i.i.d. data, adversarial training) do not increase 
effective and relative robustness, or come with unacceptable losses 
in absolute robustness

Recap: Seeking generalization



Analyzing absolute vs effective robustness

-Adding data may increase absolute robustness but decrease effective robustness
-Robustness intervention may increase effective robustness but decrease absolute 

robustness
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Absolute: OOD performance

Effective: OOD performance 
beyond what can be 
predicted by ID performance

Relative: OOD performance 
gained by applying 
robustness intervention



Accuracy on the Line
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Changes in architecture do not increase effective 
robustness…



Adversarial training
Adversarial pertubations can cause a
model to fail
● But we can train to be resilient to 

this

This leads to substantial effective
robustness gains
• Drop in standard accuracy shifts 

points to the left
• Increase in robust accuracy shift 

points off the line

Adversarial examples improve effective 
(but not absolute) robustness.



● Most robustness interventions (e.g. new model architectures, 
collecting more i.i.d. data, adversarial training) do not increase 
effective and relative robustness, or come with unacceptable losses 
in absolute robustness

● Smart data collection strategies and taking advantage of unlabeled 
data for pre-training can help

Recap: Seeking generalization



Smart data collection
Picking the right ʻmixʼ of data sources can lead to substantial improvements.

Takeaways: If we want similar performance across groups, not having any 
animals/vehicles = catastrophic. Want > 50% animals.

[Rolf+ 2021]



Self-Supervised Learning
Take a (massive) unlabeled dataset and create a 
supervised learning problem
→ Objective does not matter, goal is feature 
learning

SimCLR: Contrastive learning - predict whether 
views are derived from same image



Recap: Seeking generalization
● Most robustness interventions (e.g. new model architectures, 

collecting more i.i.d. data, adversarial training) do not increase 
effective and relative robustness, or come with unacceptable losses 
in absolute robustness

● Smart data collection strategies and taking advantage of unlabeled 
data for pre-training can help

● Models fail to generalize because information about the training 
domain leaks into features



Spurious Correlations

Misleading heuristics
that work for most training 
examples but do not hold for 
the general case

Ex.
● waterbirds over water
● blond hair, female
● contradiction, negation

Sagawa+ 2020



Few-shot learning before ~2020
Where do we get classification matrix W if we have a different set of 
classes from training to test, or we trained on a synthetic objective?

Network z
(1xd)

y
(1xl)

d = hidden dimension
l = number of classes (test)

?



Motivated by:

We seek a model that is never exposed to the spurious 
correlations of a particular source domains
→ Then domain accuracy should mostly just be about how 
hard the domain is.

Zero-shot generalization



CLIP: Jointly embedding images and text
Feature embedding model

Encoders
● Image: ResNet, ViT
● Text: Transformer

Train ʻcontrastivelyʼ
● large batches (32K)
● positive example: paired 

caption
● negative example: all other 

captions



Training CLIP



Generalizing with CLIP
Assume we have an embedding space where the representation of an image is close 
to valid captions of the image
→ Then embedding of our k text labels to d-dimensional vectors gives us W!
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Creating the CLIP classifier

← d x k matrix

For each class label:
1. Add to templates
2. Get d-dimensional 

representations of 
templates+label

3. Average over 
representations of 
filled templates



Observations from a zero-shot model (CLIP)



Few shot robustness
Few-shot performance also shows similar 

trends.

As we add data (1-shot to 128-shot to all)
- absolute robustness increases.
- relative robustness decreases.

ʻZero shot and few shot models are 
inherently robustʼ



More robustness observations
Fine-tuning on imagenet data kills these robustness gains (red line) 

Problems are not a lack of data!



Feature distortion under fine-tuning
1. Features get distorted: Representations 

of ID training data are updated while 
those of OOD data change less

2. Distorted features can lead to higher 
OOD error: Classification head is 
optimized for use with updated feature 
extractor, performs poorly on less 
changed features of OOD points

Kumar+ 2022



Robust fine-tuning of zero-shot models
Problem: Fine-tuning kills robustness gains of CLIP
→ WiSE-FT (Wortsman 2022): ensemble the weights of the zero-shot and fine-tuned 
models by simple linear interpolation



Dataset Design and Robustness of CLIP
Quality Not Quantity: On the Interaction between Dataset Design and Robustness of CLIP
Nguyen (2023)

Web-crawled datasets have led to remarkable generalization capabilities in recent 
image-text models such as CLIP or Flamingo, but little is known about the dataset creation 
processes
● Reproducibility 
● Potential presence of harmful content
● Hard to identify effective methods for assembling pre-training datasets

(i) How much do different web data sources vary in their induced robustness? 
(ii) Do dataset combinations lead to better robustness? 
(iii) Can filtering with an existing image-text model improve data quality?



Dataset Design and Robustness of CLIP
Q: How much do different web data sources vary in their induced robustness?

A: Performance (both in terms of accuracy and the slope of the linear trend) of the 
pre-training data varies widely across shifts, with no single data source dominating.



Dataset Design and Robustness of CLIP
Q: Do dataset combinations lead to better robustness?

A: Combining multiple sources does not necessarily yield better models, but rather dilutes 
the robustness of the best individual data source.



Visual Classification via Description from LLM
By only using the category name, FSL w/ CLIP neglects to use rich context information 
available via language
● Gives no intermediate understanding of why a category is chosen
● Provides no mechanism for adjusting the criteria used towards this decision. 

Menon & Vondrick (2022) use class descriptions from LLMs classify based on descriptive 
features



Visual Classification via Description from LLM
Richer class descriptions can help mitigate bias!



Robustness in Modern NLP
Up until now, we have focused on robustness in modern computer vision
→What about Natural Language Processing?

Modern NLP is focused on zero-shot and few-shot generalization via a 
paradigm called In-Context Learning applied to large language models
→popularized by GPT-3 (Brown 2021)
→language model can perform arbitrary tasks!



Language Modeling
Objective: Predict most likely word conditioned on some input string

Generative language 
models are trained on 
massive corpora to predict 
the next word

Language is generated 
left-to-right, one word at a 
time (e.g. GPT family)



In Context Learning
Learn to perform many tasks
without any gradient updates and 
given zero or a few examples

Prompt components:
● task description
● examples
● query

“Learn” the task being performed 
from prompt
● Relevant context
● Label space
● Answer format
● Input-output correspondence



In Context Learning Examples

Sentiment Topic



GPT-3 Performance



Instruction Tuning
CLIP: Zero-shot across different object classes via language embedding.

Instruction Tuning: Zero-shot across different tasks via language.



Instruction Tuning
CLIP: Zero-shot across different object classes via language embedding.

Instruction Tuning: Zero-shot across different tasks via language.



How does this relate to robustness?
CLIP: zero-shot learning to avoid dataset biases 
Instruction-tuning: zero-shot learning to avoid task biases

Define a task with a set of datasets, split into train and test tasks



Instruction Tuning
These zero shot models 
are inherently robust. 
The key is to make them 
perform well



Benefits of massive multitasking + zero-shot learning
Remarkably good zero-shot performance now achievable: within 10% of supervised.



Chain Of Thought Prompting
Chain-of-Thought Prompting Elicits Reasoning in Large Language Models - Wei et al. (2022)



Reinforcement Learning From Human Feedback
Instruction tuning relies 
on typical NLP datasets to 
generate ICL examples

Under RLHF, collect 
prompts and desired 
outputs from humans
→ Align with human 
preferences
→ Key ingredient in 
ChatGPT, etc

Is RL necessary?

Ouyang 2022



Multi-modal training with GATO
We can turn image patches into “token embeddings” and apply transformer (ex. 
VIT) → What if we mix tokens from different modalities (text, vision, joint 
trajectories, game controls, etc.)?

Everything is 
a token if you 
squint hard 
enough!



Multi-modal zero-shot learning with Flamingo



Multi-modal zero-shot learning with Flamingo



Multi-modal zero-shot learning with GPT-4



Key commonalities between CLIP and zero-shot LLMs

Key takeaways

•  Zero-shot models are inherently robust.

• One path to building effective robust models is to build effective zero-shot 
ones

• Language is a common interface across tasks
› Progress in large language models is causing an explosion in 

zero-shot learning progress across vision, robotics, etc.


